LexisNexis® Risk Research

Picture the perfect customer in high definition.
Find profits faster with insights and analytics to speed fraud and
risk research.

Your fraud and risk detection research should be accurate,
thorough, efficient and specific to your business. That’s
exactly what you get with LexisNexis® Risk Research.
LexisNexis Risk Research is a streamlined web portal that gives you
consolidated access to the tools you need—cutting-edge technology,
advanced analytics and industry leading data—to make stronger, more
confident business decisions, faster than ever before.

Pinpoint fraud faster with advanced data
and analytics
Submit a search through LexisNexis Risk Research, and obtain instant
access to our expansive data, which comprises billions of data records on
consumers and businesses gathered across more than 10,000 disparate
data sources.
Our proprietary data linking and analysis technology ensures you get the most
complete, multifaceted view of your subject by intelligently analyzing billions of
records to quickly identify, link and organize new knowledge in seconds.

Efficiently find comprehensive information
Instantly access more relevant, precise information on subjects using
industry leading technology and data.

Risk Solutions

Verify and authenticate entities

For more information:

Better understand individuals and businesses using
powerful, fast analytics that make unique connections to
give you the complete picture—in an instant.

Call 877.719.8805 or visit
lexisnexis.com/riskresearch

Evaluate and monitor relationships
Make decisions that align with your internal rules and
compliance needs using specialized industry- and jobspecific tools for due diligence, account management
and compliance.

About LexisNexis Risk Solutions
LexisNexis Risk Solutions (www.lexisnexis.com/risk) is a leader in providing
essential information that helps customers across all industries and government
predict, assess and manage risk. Combining cutting-edge technology, unique data
and advanced scoring analytics, we provide products and services that address
evolving client needs in the risk sector while upholding the highest standards of
security and privacy. LexisNexis Risk Solutions is part of Reed Elsevier, a leading
publisher and information provider that serves customers in more than 100
countries with more than 30,000 employees worldwide.

Easily identify complex relationships
With LexisNexis Risk Research, not only do we
connect the dots, but we can also paint a picture with
LexisNexis® SmartLinx® Visualization Report—an image
map of data connections—to make it even easier for
you to focus on critical connections between people,
businesses and assets.

Stay focused on your job—not your
web browser
With the intuitive design and user-friendly features
included in LexisNexis Risk Research, you can immediately
access the information you need instead of clicking
through confusing websites. Our research portal was
intentionally built for simplicity and ease of use to promote:
•E
 ffortless navigation: Easy tabbed views allow you to
immediately click from one search to the next.
•S
 treamlined access: With one web portal and one
login/password, you can access expansive depth and
breadth of LexisNexis® data.
•C
 ustomized views: Easily configure views and access by
user and/or role, and you can even create a “My Favorites”
group for your most commonly used searches.
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